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The pursuit and capture of light is a continous quest that entails many facets and questions. How can we
perceive the speed of light? Is the first photograph of the sun a permanent record or just an emphemeral
trace? What secrets are revealed during a total solar eclipse?

First Light is an exhibition by Lily Hibberd, Australian artist in residence at the Musée des
arts et métiers, for the 2015 UNESCO International Year of Light.
The exhibition First Light reveals the unrecognized origins of the capture of light. Here, Lily Hibberd
seeks new artistic forms in order to unveil this history and to render visible the hidden face of light.
During her year of residence, Lily Hibberd studied the collection of objects related to research on
light. She also worked in collaboration with scientists and historians in the domains of photonics,
astrophysics and astronomical photography. As a result, three installations, exhibited in the ancient
church of Saint-Martin-des-Champs.
- Under an ephemeral sun - a series of daguerreotypes and paintings that explore the forgotten
origins of photography and their connection to solar astronomy, including also astronomer Bernard
Lyot’s films of the sun from the 1940s.
- Eclipse [..] diaphane - an experimental film that restages the total solar eclipse of 20 March
on the Faroe Islands. This projection offers visitors an experience of the time of an total solar eclipse.
Léon Foucault’s telescope, taken to Spain to observe the 18 July 1860 total solar eclipse, completes the
installation.
- Beyond the speed of light - a triptich based on Léon Foucault’s 1862 measure of the speed of
light. In the video, The owl of Minerva and I, Foucault recounts in voiceover how he conceived this
invention. A second video shows for the first time the course of pulsing photons in a reconstruction of
Foucault’s original experiment. This film was made possible thanks to the novel technology of a team
of physicists from the Extreme Light group at Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh.
The original instruments exhibited are from the collection of the Musée des arts et métiers and the
Observatory of Paris. The films of Bernard Lyot are conserved at the Observatory of Paris.

This project is supported by the Victorian Government through Creative Victoria and assisted by the Australian Government
through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body.
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MANIFESTATIONS
Visites guidées
Oh light! Suspend your flight. Capturing a laser pulse in full flight with the fastest camera in the world
Thursday 5 November 2015, 7pm-8.30pm, in the church of the museum. No reservation.
Lily HIBBERD, artist, and Geneviève GARIEPY, member of the Extreme Light group, Heriot Watt
University, Edinburgh.
Thanks to a novel technology, for the first time you can see the movement of photons in air, stealing away
at the speed of light! The exhibition First Light propses to render visible this phenomenon within ta
reconstruction of the experiment conceived by Léon Foucault to determine the speed of light. The creators of
this technology, the Extreme Light group, present and comment on this project, in dialogue with Lily Hibberd.
The first photograph of the sun?
Thursday 19 November 2015, 7pm-8.30pm, in the church of the museum. No reservation.
Lily HIBBERD, James LEQUEUX, emeritus astronomer at the Observatory of Paris, François
BRUNET, professor of art and literature, Paris Diderot, and Dominique GENTY, daguerreotypist.
In 1845, Léon Foucault and Hippolyte Fizeau obtained the oldest known daguerreotype of the sun.
This plate is conserved in the collections of the Musée des arts et métiers. Lily, historians of astronomy
and of photography, as well as a creator of contemporary daguerreotypes, interrogate the origins of
photography and its connection with astronomical studies. They will also evoke the technical difficulties
involved in the realisation of a contemporary daguerreotype of the sun, such as those, presented in the
exhibition.
Between the Metre and the measure of the speed of light
Thursday 3 December 2015, 7pm-8.30pm, in the church of the museum. No reservation.
Lily HIBBERD and Suzanne DÉBARBAT, emeritus astronomer at the Observatory of Paris.
The aim of this visit is to question the scientific evolution of systems of measurement, from the first
standard metre measure up to the one, in force to this day, defined by the speed of light. Simultaneously,
The Metre, a sculpture in bronze by Lily Hibberd, raises the philosophical question of the contemporary
debate on the relativity of systems of measure.
Foucault, the one-man band of science
Sundays : 15 November, 6 and 27 December 2015, and 17 January 2016.
2pm-2.45pm in the church of the museum. No reservation.
Laurent VAVASSEUR, scientific mediator at the Musée des arts et métiers.
Best known for his famous pendulum experiment, Léon Foucault is also the inventot of numerous
instruments and experiments. On the occasion of Lily Hibberd’s exhibition, First Light, come to
(re)discover the device concevied in 1862 by the physicist to measure the speed of light, the telescope or
moreover the gyroscope, the appliance that demonstrates the rotation of the earth.

Performances
Seeking lost light : performance by Lily HIBBERD.
Saturdays, 3pm-4pm, until 31 January 2016, except between 24 December and 4 January, in th
church of the museum. No reservation.
Lily Hibberd makes a continuing artistic performance during which she seeks the hidden light of the
sun. lnspired by the daguerreotype of the sun realised in 1845 by Fizeau and Foucault and the luminous
effects visibls during a total eclipse of the sun, the artiste attempts to capture this ephemeral light in
order to create a large-scake drawing.
Guided visits and performances are included in the entry ticket fee.

Press contacts :
Musée des arts et métiers
Agnes Cléquin
agnes.clequin@cnam.fr
+33 (0)1 53 01 80 17

Galerie de Roussan
contact@galeriederoussan.com
www.galeriederoussan.com
+33 (0)9 81 28 90 59
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PRATICAL INFORMATION

arts-et-metiers.net
Visiting the museum
Métro : Arts-et-Métiers (lines 3 and 11)
Réaumur-Sébastopol (line 4)
Bus : 20, 38, 39, 47
Station Vélib’ : 55 rue de Turbigo
Hours of opening
Le museum is open from Monday to Sunday inclusive, from10am to 6pm.
Thursday late nights until 9.30pm.
Closed Mondays, 1 May and 25 December.
Ticket prices
Full rate : 8,00 €
Reduced rate * : 5,50 €
The entry ticket provides access to the First Light exhibition.
Free entry is granted to individual visitors of less than 26 years of age, job seekers, teachers,
journalists, people with disabilities and their escort. Free admission for Friends of the Musée des arts
et métiers, students and personnel of Cnam, holders of an Education Pass and of ICOM, AMCSTI
cards, and a PARIS MUSEUM PASS, on presentation on presentation of individual supporting
documentation, the escort of a student workshop (1 per group of 10 children), personnel (with one
companion) of Universcience (Palais de la découverte, Cité des sciences et de l’industrie), Jardin des
plantes (greenhouse galleries, the Natural History Museum and the menagerie), Musée de l’homme,
Parc zoologique de Paris (Vincennes) or Musée du Quai Branly, on presentation of professional ID.
* granted to students and holders of the Gaîté lyrique card, on presentation of individual supporting
documentation

BIOGRAPHIES
Lily Hibberd is an artist and writer, living between France and Australia. Her interdisciplinary practice
combines performance, writing, painting, photography, video and installation art. She works with various
communities, artists and scientists to reconnect memory, people and forgotten histories. Her recent
major projects include: Spaced 2: Future Recall, Perth International Arts Festival 2015; The Phone
Booth Project with Curtis Taylor, Mémoires vives: une histoire de l’art Aborigène, Musée d’Aquitaine,
Bordeaux, 2013; and Ice Pendulum, Nuit Blanche, Paris 2013. Lily is represented by Galerie de Roussan,
Paris, since 2010.
Collaborateurs Dominique GENTY, daguerreotypist and director of research at the CNRS,
responsible for the GlaCes Continent group and Isotopes Stables (GLACCIOS), at the Laboratory of
Climate Sciences and the Environment, LSCE-CEA-Orme des Merisiers.
Cyril BAZIN and Gilles MISSONNIER of the Institute of Astrophysics Paris.
The Extreme Light group, laboratory director Daniele FACCIO and Geneviève GARIEPY.
The local Faroe Islands community of Vàgur, Suõoroy and Niels Jacob EYSTURBERG, Bjartur Vest
JOENSEN, Johan Heini NIELSEN et Bárõur Gunnarstein NIELSEN. Original music composition by
Sunleif RASMUSSEN.
Scientific contributors Suzanne DÉBARBAT emeritus astronomer at the Observatory of Paris;
Marie-Sophie CORCY responsible for Communication collections, Musée des arts et métiers; William
TOBIN retired astronomer-physicist University of Canterbury, New Zealand, and author of the
biography “Léon Foucault” (EDP Sciences, 2002); Étienne KLEIN physicist and head of CEA research
laboratory of Sciences de la Matière (LARSIM); Thierry LALANDE associate professor responsible
for early scientific instrument collections, Musée des arts et métiers; James LEQUEUX emeritus
astronomer at the Observatory of Paris and author of “François Arago: un savant généreux” (EDP
Sciences, 2008); Marine LYOT granddaughter of astronomer Bernard LYOT; and author, psychologist
and eclipse chaser Kate RUSSO.
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LIEUX PATRIMONIAUX
Musée des arts et métiers
In 1794, the abbot Henri Grégoire founded the Conservatoire des arts et métiers. The objective of
this institution was to unify technological knowledge in order to “improve national industry” and to
reunite the collections, serving as a model of reference and incentive to inventors, researchers and the
inquistive from all walks of life. In 1802, this warehouse of new inventions became a museum. Entirely
renovated, then reopened in 2000, the Musée des arts et métiers upholds today its originating missions:
to diffuse scientific and technological culture and conserve and expand national heritage to illustrate
the progress of science and technology. Across the major themes, Scientific instruments, Materials,
Construction, Communication, Mechanics, Energy, and Transportation, the museum displays close to
2500 objects, reflecting the many varied facets of the history of technology. Among these: the pendulum
of Léon Foucault exhibited in the church of Saint-Martin-des-Champs, and Foucault’s 1862 experiment
to measure of the speed of light. The Musée des arts et métiers illustrates the ambition of those who
have contribued to the renaissance of the museum and those who bring it to life today, to establish a
connection between science and technology past and present, and to reconcile art and science, education
and emotion. A unique place, the Musée des arts et métiers ceaselessly inspires creatives; engineers,
industrialists, artists, each one empowered by its scientific or poetic materials toward new creations.

Disappearance or the future, Lily Hibberd, oil paint and photoluminescent pigment
on plexiglass, backlit by UV LED, 100 x 200 cm, 2015.

Observatoire de Paris
Founded in 1667, as a place of work for the Sun King’s academnic astronomers, the Observatory of
Paris is the oldest functioning observatory in the world. It is still at the heart of French astronomy
and a major institution in the world of science. Until the end of the 20th century, it was a site of
observation, conceiving instruments and theoretical research covering all domains of astronomy. With
an uninterrupted scientific activity and the ambition to conserve and archive, it has become a place
of extremely rich scientific and technical heritage. The various types of documents that make up the
Observatory’s heritage collections - archives, instruments, photographs, paintings, sculpture - are
complementary and in some cases inseparable. Finally, the cinematographic heritage of the Observatory,
obtained more recently, is furnished with about a hundred films, some of which, like Flammes du Soleil,
have marked the history of scientific cinema.
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PHOTOGRAPHS/QUOTES
High resolution images available on demand.
Contact Agnès Cléquin : agnes.clequin@cnam.fr

1/ UNDER AN EPHEMERAL SUN
“The application photography to science, and notably to the science of observation, modifies the perception of
the world. The work of Lily Hibberd reminds us that astronomy was, in 1839, the first scientific application of
photography, supported by the illustrious François Arago, ardent defender of the daguerreotype.” Marie-Sophie
Corcy, responsible for the Communication collections, Musée des arts et métiers

Recent to daguerreotype the sun at the Observatory of Paris, in
collaboration with Dominique Genty et Cyril Bazin, 2015.

2/ ECLIPSE [...] DIAPHANE

Left and right, video stills from Eclipse [...] diaphane
Lily Hibberd, 2015.

Photograph: daguerreotype of the sun by Hippolyte Fizeau and
Léon Foucault, view obtained 2 April 1845 © Musée des arts et
métiers-Cnam. Photography : Pascal Faligot.

Telescope 1860, Léon Foucault
Observatory of Paris. Photo : S. Pelly.

“When the moon becomes a screen, this atmospheric light is supressed and permits our instruments to wander
in space in close proximity to the incandescent surface of the star, and permits us to explore the regions of space
that are usually drowned in daylight radiance.” Léon Foucault, “Eclipse Totale du 18 juillet”, Journal des Débats,
Paris, 1erseptembre 1860.

3/ BEYOND THE SPEED OF LIGHT

Left, provisonal scenogrpahy of the installation in the tower of the
chapel, Musée des arts et métiers. Right, video still from The owl
of Minerva, Lily Hibberd, 2015.

Toothed-wheel mechanism used in Léon Foucault’s 1862
experiment to measure the speed of light, Observatoire de
Paris. Photography : Dornac.

“We are millions of billions, all part of the same group. Always united, we travel in the same direction, at the
same speed. We are the photons that make a laser pulse, propagating in air. Now, thanks to Extreme Light
you can see us travelling at the speed of light for the very first time, propagating in Foucault’s ingenious path,
moving at top speed.” Geneviève Gariepy, Extreme Light, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh.
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